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colour vision varied between individuals; some were colour blind, some not. a striking feature was
the waxing and waning of defective colour vision over time. at times, colour vision was normal; at
other times, colour vision was markedly defective, including in areas such as the peripheral visual

field. the shape of the visual field was also abnormal. some patients were characterised by a central
scotoma, but with normal colour vision. others had the more typical central island with associated
pericentral scotomas. the optical radiation measurements were made with a standard differential

spectrophotometer that uses spatially averaged data from a manual scan of the visual field. this has
the advantage that it can be used without restriction on visual acuity and colour vision. spatial

averaging smoothes out a large number of important visual detail and so removes the subjectivity of
the individual measurements - if this is to be avoided, a similar procedure would need to be

employed in a clinical setting. measurements were made from visual fields using a kinetic pexigley
perimeter with the size v4e target. calibration of the perimeter was as recommended by the

manufacturer. with several patients, serial perimeter measurements were made over several years,
enabling monitoring of change. measurements were made from individual colours, as standardised

in the cie chromaticity diagram shown above. in the horizontal, the y-axis measures perpendicular to
the optic axis of the eye (green indicates longer, violet shorter). in the vertical (x-axis), the x-axis
measures the transverse dimensions of the visual field. when viewing through the light path of the

perimeter, blue appears blacker, and green appears whiter. the top-left corner of the diagram shows
the greatest sensitivity to a particular colour, while the bottom-right corner shows the least

sensitivity.
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once we get the serial number for your fireplace components, we will then be able to confirm that
you are receiving cone layout 2.0.4 as the email we send comes from your regular email address.

this confirmatory email will also contain the serial number for your fireplace components, and will be
sent to the email address you give in the order options textbox. if you do not receive this email,

please contact us. this page discusses the correction of ok as a yes and vice versa. because different
levels of smoke emissions are accepted in different parts of the world, this clarification is an effort to

place the obligation for no and ok at the individual site of use. this page explains the reason for
placing the arrows at the center of an item. many artistic license professionals often place the

arrows at the center. this placement is the convention used by the lighting industry. if you wish to
place the arrows on the sides, please also place the arrow on the side of the fixture when providing
your location. it is important to understand that the same placement of the arrows cannot be used
on all sizes and types of fixtures and lights. the other major change is in the configuration of cone

views. previously, the cone view command was configured by way of layers and the layers
command. both of these are now under the selection menu and the selection menu is now fully
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customizable. additional features under the layers menu include colorizing by cone type. colorization
may be selected for either the cone, the zone or the grid. 5ec8ef588b
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